
Flutterby is a monument to the breath of life and the beating 
of tiny wings, all that is underfoot and overhead. In this collection 
Tula Pink pays tribute to nature's unyielding will towards beauty 
in small things. The palette is as vibrant as mother nature herself 
with intricate designs that remind us there is always more to see if 
we only take the time to look. �

Diamond center  2 yards 
Diamond logs & binding 3 jelly rolls (40 strips each) 
      (120–2½"x WOF strips) 
      or 
      39 assorted ¼ yards (9"x WOF)

Backing     5½ yards 
Template plastic

Fabric requirements:

Flutterby
Approximately 74"x 74" 

PS 23010 — SUGGESTED RETAIL $2.00



Assemble the quilt top:

2 To make the quilt top use the 39 diamond blocks. Sew the rows of blocks together according to the diagram. Press the rows in opposite directions. 
Then join the rows. Trim the sides of the quilt top being mindful not to cut away the ¼" seam intersections.

3 Layer, quilt as desired. Sew together the remaining strips for the binding. Bind. ENJOY!

1 To make ONE diamond block use: one center diamond, (2)2½"x 8½" and (2)2½"x 13"rectangles of the same print for Round 1;  
(2)2½"x 13" and (2)2½"x 18" rectangles of the same print for Round 2. For Round 1: sew the 2½"x 8½" rectangles to the center diamond. Be sure 
to offset the rectangles, you will be trimming the strips at an angle. Press away from the center diamond. Trim. Sew the 2½"x 13" rectangles to the center 
diamond. Press away from the center diamond. Trim. For Round 2: add the 2½"x 13" rectangles. Press away from the center diamond. Trim. Add the 
2½"x 18" rectangles. Press away from the center diamond. Trim. Repeat to make a total of 39 blocks.

Make 39 pieced blocks. 
approx. 15" wide x 25½" high  

with seams

For the Round 1 diamond logs: 
 from EACH of the 39–2½"x WOF strips: 
 Cut  2–2½"x 8½" 
  2–2½"x 13"  
For the Round 2 diamond logs: 
 from EACH of 39 pairs–2½"x WOF strips: 
 Cut  2–2½"x 13" 
  2–2½"x 18" use the remaining for the binding

For the diamond centers:  
use the template to "fussy" cut 39 diamonds.

For the diamond logs: 
if using ¼ yards: 

from EACH ¼ yard cut: 3–2½"x WOF 
if using 3 jelly rolls: 

select 39 pairs of 2½"x WOF strips for Round 2. 
from the remaining strips select 39–2½"x WOF strips  
for Round 1.

FABRIC CUTTING:

Hint: Spray the diamond center fabric with heavy spray starch, let dry, then press. This will help to prevent distortion when adding the diamond logs.
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Add round one.

Add round two.
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Pattern designed by Jen McLean for Moda

Visit us at modafabrics.com

Trim the  
quilt top.

Watch ¼"  
intersections.

Wa
inters

NOTE: SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR A SECOND OPTION FEATURING GARDEN INSPIRATIONS BY KANSAS TROUBLES.



Quilters Basics:
 
� Read instructions before beginning a project. 
� All instructions include a ¼" seam allowance.
� Press as you go. Press seams in one direction.
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The Flutterby blocks are pieced the same as log cabin blocks only on a slant. The diamond center is the foundation for each block.  
The first round of "logs" is made using one strip of one fabric. The second round of "logs" is made using 2 strips of one fabric.  

To avoid distortion, sew and press carefully when adding the log strips. Make 39 diamond pieced blocks. Sew blocks together to make rows, 
then join the rows. Trim the sides of the quilt. Don't forget to take the time to look for small designs in your quilt!

Flutterby
Template for the diamond center. 

(Actual size. Do not enlarge. Includes seam allowance) 
 

Cut 39 diamond centers.



Another color option using Flutterby pattern

Featured fabric – Garden Inspirations by Kansas Troubles Quilters
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